effective for the particular function M(x)and value a. The speed of the convergence in (2) and the ease \kith which the on can he computed determine t , h~ practical utility of the method.
We consider a stochastic generalization of the above problem in which the nature of the function M(x)is unknown to the experimenter. In what follows we shall give a particular procedure for estimating 8 which is consistent under certain restrictions on the nature of H(y I x). These restrictions are severe, and could no doubt be lightened considerably, but they are often satisfied in practice, as will be seen in Section 4. No claim is made that the procedure to be described has any optimum properties (i.e. that it is "efficient") but the results indicate a t least that the subject of ~t~ochastic approximation is likely to be useful and is worthy of further study.
3. Convergence theorems. We suppose henceforth that H(y 1 x) is, for every A , a distribution function in y, and that there exists a positive constant C such that
for all .r.
-C I t follows in particular that for every x the expected value M(x) defined by (3) exists and is finite. We suppose, moreover, t,hat there exist finite constants a, 0 such that.
Whether M(8) = ; a is, for the moment, immaterial. Let (a,] be a fixed sequence of positive constants such that
We define a (nonstationary) Markov chain (xn} by taking XI to be an arbitrary constant and defining where y, is a random variable such that (8)
We shall find conditions under which
no matter what the initial value xl . As is wall known, (10) implies the convergence in probability of x, to 8. From (7) we have
we can write
Note t'hai from ( 5 )
while from (4)
Together with (6) 
tank.=
Fl,onl t # l~e first pa,rl ol' (19) and the convergence of (17) it f o l l o~~s t,hat E'rorn (20) a~ltl the secolid part of (19)it follows that for any e > 0 there must exist infinitely many values 12 such that b. < E. Since we already kno~v that -
distribiition of x, , we have
- The hypotheses ( 6 ) and (26) concerning {a,} are satisfied by the sequence a, = l/n, since More generally, any sequence {a,] such that there exist two positive constants c ' , C" for which will satisfy (6) and (26). We shall call any sequence {a,} which satisfies ( 6 ) and (26),whether or not it is of the form (30),a sequence of type l/n.
If {a,} is a sequence of type l/n it is easy to find functions M ( x )which satisfy (5)and (25) . Suppose, for example, that M(x) satisfies the following strengthened form of (5): for some 6 > 0 , (33), (34), and (35), then b = 0.
I t is fairly obvious that condition (4) could be considerably weakened without affecting the validity of Theorems 1 and 2. A reasonable substitute for (4) would be the condition
( 2 ) )~ x) < u2 < We do not know whether Theorems 1 and 2 hold with (4) replaced by (4'). Likewise, the 'hypotheses (33), (34), and (35) of Theorem 2 could be weakened somewhat, perhaps being replaced by
4. Estirnatiori of a quantile using response, nonrespoxlse data. Let F(x) be an unknown distribution function such that (431
and let (z,) be a sequence of independent random variables each with the distribution function Pr[z, 5 x] = F(x). On the basis of {z,} we wish to estimate 8. However, as sometimes happens in ptnctice (bioassay, sensitivity data), we are not allowed to know the values of zn themselves. Instead, me are free to prescribe for each n a value x, and arc then given only thc values (y,,} where
11
i f z n < x , ("response"), yn = 10 otherwise (((nonres~:onse").
Hon shall we choose the values {z,}and how shall we nse the sequcncil {y,] to estimate 01
Let us proceed as follows. Choose xl as our best guess of the value 0 and let ( a ,] be any sequence of constants of type I /n. Then choose vall~es x2 ,x3, . . . seqilentially according to thc rule (46) i ' r [ y .
it follo~\rs that (4) hold3 and that
All the hypotheses of Tileorem 4 are satisfied, so that lim 2, = 8 n-tw 11 quadratic nlcan ancl hence in probability. In other words, (z,)is a consistent estimator of 0. The eficiency of {x,] will depend on xl and on the choice of the sequence {a,), as well as on the nature of F(x). For any given F(x) there doubtless exist more efficient estimators of 0 than any of the type {x,,) defined by (45), but {x,] has the advantage of being distribution-free.
In some applications it is more convenient to make a group of r observations at t,he same level before proceeding to the next level. The ?~t h group of ohservat,ions will then be using the iotat ti on (44). J,ct fj, = arithmetic mean of the values (49). Then setting we havc df(x) = P(.c) as before, and hence ($8) continues to holcl.
The possibility of using a convergent sequential process in this proble~ll was first mentioned by T. W. Anderson, P. J. McCarthy, and J . JIT.Tukey in the Naval Ordnance Report No. G5-46(1946) , p. 99.
5.
A more general regression problem. It is clear that the problenl oi dectio~l 4 is a special case of a more general regression problem. In fact, using the notation of Section 2, consider any random variable Y which is associated with an observable rnlue .2: in such a way that the conditional distribution function of Y for fixed x is H ( y ( a) ;the function M(x) is then the regression of Y on x.
The usual regrcqiion analysis assumes that M(x) is of known forrn with unknown psr:~rnc.tc>rb, S , I T~ and deals with the estimation of one or both of the parameters Pion the basis of observations y, , yz , . . . , y, corresponding to observed values XI , 22 , . . . , x, .
The method of least squares, for example, yields the estimators bi which minimize t'he expression Instead of trying to estimate the parameters Pi of M(x) under the assumption that M(x) is a linear function of x, we may try to estimate the value 0 such that M(0) = a, where cx is given, without any assumption about the form of M(x). If we assume only that H(y I x) satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 2 then the sequence of estimators {x,] of 0 defined by (7) will at least be consistent. This indicates that a distribution-free sequential system of making observations, ~u c has that given by (7), is worth investigating from the practical point of view in regression problems.
One of us is investigating the properties of this and other sequential designs as a graduate student; the senior author is responsible for the convergence proof in Section 3.
